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MSK Shop 

"For Dapper Men"

Opened in 2008, MSK Shop moved from its Nonhyeon-ro 161-gil location

in 2016 to its current one. Keeping up with its hard to locate tradition, the

present shop is tucked away in an alley. But if you are someone who likes

to dress natty and keep up with the latest trends, then finding this gem of

a shop is worth it. Showcasing some of the top Korean brands as well as

upcoming labels for men, you will be impressed by their collection of

clothing, accessories and footwear. Some of the designers in their

inventory are withMNW, Text Silence, Document and Blankof. You can call

on their Voip number - +82 70 8233 3107 if you need directions to reach

the store.

 mskshop.net/  shop@mskshop.net  Jahamun-ro 10-gil, Tongui-dong, Seúl
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San Francisco Market 

"Best In Men's Fashion"

The brainchild of fashion designer Han Tae-min, San Francisco Market

offers a fabulous variety of men's clothing. Boasting an impressive

collection of casual and formal attire, this is the place to be when you're

looking to add a bit of color to your wardrobe. Inspired by European,

Italian and American designs, this store feature a fresh line of clothes,

suited for the modern audience. Guaranteeing both great designs and fine

quality fabric, their almost seems like it was tailored just for you.

 +82 2 514 3156  www.sfmarket.co.kr/  info@sanfranciscomarket.c

o.kr

 Sinsa-dong, Seúl
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Manhattan's 

"Vintage Designs"

Tucked away in a basement, Manhattan's is one of the best places to shop

for vintage American designer wear. Their inventory has a rotating list of

leading brands that are curated. These include the likes of Ebbets Field,

Baldwin, Aurora Shoe Co, Creep, Universal Works and Danton. Choices

are galore for men and women. Browse through their racks of clothing,

accessories and footwear. You will know why they are among the top of

their game.

 +82 3144 3347  manhattans.co.kr/  manhattansshop@gmail.co

m

 407-20 Wausan-ro 17-gil, B1,

Seogyo-dong, Seúl
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